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Introduction

Purpose
This document defines the TIOBE C Coding Standard. The coding standard consists of rules and
recommendations for code written and/or maintained in the C programming language.
Scope
This coding standard applies to all C code that is written and/or maintained. The procedure to be followed
when a rule must be broken is outside the scope of this document.
This coding standard does specify rules and recommendations
• to prevent coding errors
• to prevent coding using obsolete or deprecated language features
• to prevent coding using undefined or implementation defined language features
• to achieve a certain consistency in coding style
The TIOBE C coding standard does not attempt to teach how to design effective C code. It also does not
categorically rule out any programming idioms that C is designed to support.
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CONVERSIONS
Rules
6#1 Make implicit conversions explicit.
6.2#1 Since conversion between signed and unsigned integral types involves implementation defined
behaviour, signed and unsigned data items shall not be mixed within the same expression.
6.2#2 Use unsigned only where necessary.
6.3#1 Values shall not be implicitly converted to a narrower type.
6.3#2 Floating values should not be converted to integral types except through use of standard library
routines.
6.3#3 Conversion of integral values to floating types should be avoided since loss of precision can occur.
6.4#1 Mixed precision arithmetic should be avoided if possible.
6.5#1 Mixed type arithmetic should be avoided.
6.5#2 Array indices must be within bounds.
6.6#1 Pointer to and from integer conversions shall not be used.
6.9#1 Pointers must not be cast to have potentially stricter alignment.
6.9#2 Pointers should not be type cast in general.

Guideline 6#1
Synopsis: Make implicit conversions explicit.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: CONVERSIONS
Description
An implicit conversion might obscure the behaviour of a program. If implicit conversions are made explicit it
is much simpler to understand what is exactly going on. Consider the following piece of code.
Example:
enum E_ErrorCommandIds {
...
};
int commandId;
E_ErrorCommandIds errorCommand = commandId;

The assignment in this example converts an integer implicity into an enumeration. If the integer for some
reason is larger than the number of elements of the enumerator the behaviour of the program is undefined. To
detect problems in this area as soon as possible it is better to make the cast explicit.
Example:
enum E_ErrorCommandIds {
...
};
int commandId;
E_ErrorCommandIds errorCommand = (E_ErrorCommandIds) commandId;
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SR 6.2#1
Synopsis: Since conversion between signed and unsigned integral types involves implementation defined
behaviour, signed and unsigned data items shall not be mixed within the same expression.
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: CONVERSIONS
Description
Although nearly all implementations will behave the same when converting to signed types, maximum
portability requires that all implementation defined behaviour is avoided. See also the discussion in section
1.8.
Example:
int a;
unsigned int c;
a = c; /* WRONG */

Guideline 6.2#2
Synopsis: Use unsigned only where necessary.
Language: C
Level:
10
Category: CONVERSIONS
Description
Although nearly all implementations will behave the same when converting to signed types, maximum
portability requires that all implementation defined behaviour is avoided. See also the discussion in section
1.8.int a; unsigned int c; a = c; /* WRONG */

SR 6.3#1
Synopsis: Values shall not be implicitly converted to a narrower type.
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: CONVERSIONS
Description
Implicit conversions often escape inspections and have led to some extremely expensive failures, c.f. for
example, (Hatton, 1994).
Example:
short s;
int i;
float fl;
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double db;
...
s = i; /* potential for information loss */
fl = db; /* potential for information loss */
...

In some cases this highlights a previously unknown problem but in the majority of cases the assignment is
intended as the programmer knows that the value is within the range of the smaller type. However, any
implicit action is forbidden in favour of an explicit action which indicates clearly that the author intended this
situation.

Guideline 6.3#2
Synopsis: Floating values should not be converted to integral types except through use of standard library
routines.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: CONVERSIONS
Description
Since mixed precision arithmetic involves implementation defined and undefined behaviour, it is safer to
avoid implicit conversions between floating and integral types.
For ANSI-C 99 compilers this comes down to using the function "lrint" from "<math.h>". For other C
compilers an own library function should be written that performs float to integer conversions. This library
function could be defined as follows.
#include
long f2i(double f) {
return (long) floor(f + 0.5); //TICS !6.3#2: we know what we are doing
}

So instead of using an implicit conversion such as
int i;
float fl;
i = fl; /* implicit conversion from float to int */

one should make it explicit by using the defined library function:
int i;
float fl;
i = f2i(fl); /* explicit conversion from float to int */

Guideline 6.3#3
Synopsis: Conversion of integral values to floating types should be avoided since loss of precision can
occur.
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: CONVERSIONS
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Description
Since mixed precision arithmetic involves implementation defined and undefined behaviour, it is safer to
avoid implicit conversions between floating and integral types.

Guideline 6.4#1
Synopsis: Mixed precision arithmetic should be avoided if possible.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: CONVERSIONS
Description
Since mixed precision arithmetic involves implementation defined and undefined behaviour, it is safer to use
double precision consistently unless the application specifically requires single or double precision.

Guideline 6.5#1
Synopsis: Mixed type arithmetic should be avoided.
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: CONVERSIONS
Description
The rules for resolving the converted types are quite complex with some surprises especially when an
unsigned expression is compared to a signed expression of the same size.

SR 6.5#2
Synopsis: Array indices must be within bounds.
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: CONVERSIONS
Description
Array subscripting requires a pointer to object type and one or more integral subscript expressions. The
indices must be within the bounds values of the (allocated) array. This is a language constraint. To avoid
memory access outside the array the index should be within the bounds of the array. For example:
int i;
int a[6];
for (i = 0; i <= 6; i++)
{
a[i] = 0; /* WRONG: Index gets a value greater than the number of elements.*/
}

This should have been
int i;
int a[6];
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for (i = 0; i < 6; i++)
{
a[i] = 0; /* RIGHT */
}

SR 6.6#1
Synopsis: Pointer to and from integer conversions shall not be used.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: CONVERSIONS
Description
Since such conversions involve implementation defined and undefined behaviour, it is safer to avoid their
use.
Example:
int i;
int * ip;
i = (int) ip; /* WRONG */
ip = (int *) i; /* WRONG */

SR 6.9#1
Synopsis: Pointers must not be cast to have potentially stricter alignment.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: CONVERSIONS
Description
Consider the following where a receiving pointer represents a type which has potentially stricter memory
alignment criteria than that of the type being cast.
Example:
...
short * s; /* 2 byte aligned */
int * i; /* 4 byte aligned */
...
i = (int*)s; /* potentially mis-aligned */
...

If, for a particular architecture, 'short' and 'int' were aligned as stated above then it is possible for 's' to have an
address which does not represent a legal 'int' address. In other words, if the address contained in 's' was
accessed as if it represented the location of an 'int' type then it is quite possible that an address exception
would be generated.Note that casts which involve a strictly aligned type being converted to a less strict type
and back again are guaranteed safe by the ANSI standard.
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Guideline 6.9#2
Synopsis: Pointers should not be type cast in general.
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: CONVERSIONS
Description
Consider the following where a receiving pointer represents a type which has potentially stricter memory
alignment criteria than that of the type being cast.
Example:
...
short * s; /* 2 byte aligned */
int * i; /* 4 byte aligned */
...
i = (int*)s; /* potentially mis-aligned */
...

If, for a particular architecture, 'short' and 'int' were aligned as stated above then it is possible for 's' to have an
address which does not represent a legal 'int' address. In other words, if the address contained in 's' was
accessed as if it represented the location of an 'int' type then it is quite possible that an address exception
would be generated.Note that casts which involve a strictly aligned type being converted to a less strict type
and back again are guaranteed safe by the ANSI standard.
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DECLARATIONS
Rules
8#1
8.1#1
8.1#2
8.1#3
8.2#1
8.3#1
8.3#2
8.3#4
8.3#6
8.4#1
8.6.2#1
8.6.2#2
8.6.3#1
8.6.3#2
8.6.3#3
8.7#1
8.7#2
8.7#4
8.9#1
8.9#2

Any specifiers present should appear in the following order: typedef, storage-class-specifier,
type-specifier.
The address of an array declared with register is undefined and shall not be used.
Since auto is almost always redundant it shall be omitted to avoid cluttering up declarations.
register is a hint to the compiler.
const and volatile, if present, should appear before other type-specifiers.
Use of a tag must agree with its declaration
The concept of union whereby different kinds of data can be manipulated in a single area of storage
is allowed only as the solution to certain kinds of problem but caution is urged in its use.
Do not use bit fields.
The use of typedef to declare a struct or union is strongly recommended.
Only the first member of an enum may be explicitly initialised, if any, unless all items are explicitly
initialised.
An array base type must not have function type.
Arrays must not be constructed from incomplete types.
Function prototype declarations and definitions of user-supplied functions shall be used
Function return types shall be explicitly given.
Pointers to functions should be declared and indirected using a typedef.
The initialiser for a struct, union or array bound, must be enclosed in braces.
Initialisers for a struct or union must have compatible type
For nested initialisers, the braces should match the structure.
An identifier declared as a typedef, must not be redeclared in an inner scope without a type
specifier.
An identifier declared as a typedef, must not be redeclared as a member of a struct or union without
a type specifier.

Guideline 8#1
Synopsis: Any specifiers present should appear in the following order: typedef, storage-class-specifier,
type-specifier.
Language: C
Level:
8
Category: DECLARATIONS
Description
The ANSI C Standard has marked as obsolescent mixtures of specifiers in which the storage-class-specifier
does not appear first.

SR 8.1#1
Synopsis: The address of an array declared with register is undefined and shall not be used.
Language: C
9
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Level:
2
Category: DECLARATIONS
Description
Both auto and register clutter up declarations if they are not required, and they do not add information to the
code.
Example:
register int a[3];
int b;
...
b = a[1]; /* WRONG, implicitly takes address */

SR 8.1#2
Synopsis: Since auto is almost always redundant it shall be omitted to avoid cluttering up declarations.
Language: C
Level:
5
Category: DECLARATIONS
Description
Both auto and register clutter up declarations if they are not required, and they do not add information to the
code.

Guideline 8.1#3
Synopsis: register is a hint to the compiler.
Language: C
Level:
5
Category: DECLARATIONS
Description
Most modern compilers can do a better job of register allocation than a programmer - it is recommended that
register be avoided unless it can be demonstrated that it causes a substantial improvement in speed.

Guideline 8.2#1
Synopsis: const and volatile, if present, should appear before other type-specifiers.
Language: C
Level:
7
Category: DECLARATIONS
Description
Declarations are easier to read if const and volatile appear before other type-specifiers. ANSI C separates
these out as type-qualifiers.Note that the choice between using const, a basically sound programming practice
and #define is not always obvious as they represent different types of constant expression.
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Example:
const int bufsiz = 512;
char a[bufsiz]; /* ILLEGAL in C (but not in C++) */
...
#define BUFSIZ 512
char a[BUFSIZ]; /* legal in C and C++ */

Note that the reader should also be aware that there are some examples of their use which are subject to
interpretation requests.

SR 8.3#1
Synopsis: Use of a tag must agree with its declaration
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: DECLARATIONS
Description
The specified tag identifier cannot be used in this contextstruct record
Example:
{
int number;
};
...
union record decimal;

The tag 'record' has been defined for a structure and then is used with the union key-word. This leads to
undefined behaviour.

Guideline 8.3#2
Synopsis: The concept of union whereby different kinds of data can be manipulated in a single area of
storage is allowed only as the solution to certain kinds of problem but caution is urged in its use.
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: DECLARATIONS
Description
Although union is a well-defined concept, it is emphasized that it is the programmer's responsibility to keep
track of which type is currently stored in a union as the results are implementation defined if something is
stored as one type and extracted as another.

SR 8.3#4
Synopsis: Do not use bit fields.
Language: C
Level:
5
Category: DECLARATIONS
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Description
The behaviour of bit fields is highly machine and compiler dependent. C gives no guarantee of the ordering
of fields within machine words, so if you do use them for the latter reason, you program will not only be
non-portable, it will be compiler-dependent too. The Standard says that fields are packed into 'storage units',
which are typically machine words. The packing order, and whether or not a bitfield may cross a storage unit
boundary, are implementation defined. To force alignment to a storage unit boundary, a zero width field is
used before the one that you want to have aligned.
Bitfields can require a surprising amount of run-time code to manipulate these things and you can end up
using more space than they save.

Guideline 8.3#6
Synopsis: The use of typedef to declare a struct or union is strongly recommended.
Language: C
Level:
5
Category: DECLARATIONS
Description
This allows mnemonic names to be given improving readability.

SR 8.4#1
Synopsis: Only the first member of an enum may be explicitly initialised, if any, unless all items are
explicitly initialised.
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: DECLARATIONS
Description
If an enumerator list is given with no explicit initialisation of members, then C allocates a sequence starting
at 0 for the first element and increasing by 1 for each subsequent element.
An explicit initialisation of the first element is permitted by the above rule, forces the allocation of integers to
start at the given value. When adopting this approach it is essential to ensure that the initialisation value used
is small enough that no subsequent value in the list will exceed the int storage used by the enumeration
constants.
Explicit initialisation of all items in the list, which is also permissible, prevents the mixing of automatic and
manual allocation, which is error prone. However it is then the responsibility of the programmer to ensure
that all values are in the required range, and that values are not unintentionally duplicated.
Example:
enum colour { red=3, blue, green, yellow=5 }; /* non compliant */
/* green and yellow represent the same value - this is duplication */
...
enum colour { red=3, blue=4, green=5, yellow=5 }; /* compliant */
/* green and yellow represent the same value - this is duplication */
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SR 8.6.2#1
Synopsis: An array base type must not have function type.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: DECLARATIONS
Description
This leads to undefined behaviour.Arrays of pointers to functions are legal, however, so it probably was
supposed to mean the following:
Example:
int array[10](void); /* undefined */
int (*array[10])(void); /* probably this is meant */

SR 8.6.2#2
Synopsis: Arrays must not be constructed from incomplete types.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: DECLARATIONS
Description
This can lead to strange behaviour.
Example:
int array[3][]; /* 3 element array of ? element arrays - undefined */
int array[][3]; /* ? element array of 3 element arrays - Ok */

SR 8.6.3#1
Synopsis: Function prototype declarations and definitions of user-supplied functions shall be used
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: DECLARATIONS

SR 8.6.3#2
Synopsis: Function return types shall be explicitly given.
Language: C
Level:
6
Category: DECLARATIONS
13
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Description
Strict definition of interfaces protects the user against inconsistently defined interfaces and is good
programming practice. Reliance on the default int return is also error prone.
Example:
long a;
int x;
int f(); /* WRONG - old-style declaration */
...
x = f(a);
f(long a) /* WRONG - implicit int return type */
{
...
}

Example:
long a;
int x;
int f(long); /* RIGHT - function prototype dec. */
...
x = f(a);
int f(long a) /* RIGHT - explicit return type */
{
...
}

Guideline 8.6.3#3
Synopsis: Pointers to functions should be declared and indirected using a typedef.
Language: C
Level:
5
Category: DECLARATIONS
Description
Raw declarations of pointers to functions are notoriously difficult to read.
Example:
typedef int COMPARE_IT( int i, int j )
...
void a_func( int stat, COMPARE_IT *callback );

SR 8.7#1
Synopsis: The initialiser for a struct, union or array bound, must be enclosed in braces.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: DECLARATIONS
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Description
The ANSI standard does not define the behaviour of implementations when confronted with initialiser lists
which are not brace enclosed.
Example:
typedef struct coord
{
int x;
} Coord;
...
Coord origin = 0; /* undefined behaviour*/

Example:
typedef struct coord
{
int x;
} Coord;
...
Coord mpoint = {0}; /* legal */

SR 8.7#2
Synopsis: Initialisers for a struct or union must have compatible type
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: DECLARATIONS
Description
Justification: The initialiser could be a different structure, union or enum or a pointer to a different structure
or union. This behaviour is not explicitly defined in ANSI
Example:
struct coord * ptr;
struct coord point = ptr;

Here 'point' has 'coord' structure but the initialiser has pointer to coord structure making them incompatible.

SR 8.7#4
Synopsis: For nested initialisers, the braces should match the structure.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: DECLARATIONS
Description
Not matching them is an error-prone practice.
Example:
15
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float that[4][3] = { 1,3,5,2,4,6, etc. } /* WRONG */
float this[4][3] = { {1,3,5}, {2,4,6}, etc. } /* RIGHT */

SR 8.9#1
Synopsis: An identifier declared as a typedef, must not be redeclared in an inner scope without a type
specifier.
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: DECLARATIONS
Description
Example:
typedef int number;
...
{
int number; /* hides typedef name */
...
{
static number=0;
/* shorthand for static int number=0; */
...
}
...
}

Here, 'number' is a typedef for int which gets hidden by the declaration of an identifier 'number' with type int.
Although the typedef is not visible at the static declaration, ANSI decided that the declaration might cause
problems for compilers and made it undefined.

SR 8.9#2
Synopsis: An identifier declared as a typedef, must not be redeclared as a member of a struct or union
without a type specifier.
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: DECLARATIONS
Description
A typedef redeclared as some other type between its definition and its use within a structure or union will
result in undefined behaviour.
Example:
typedef int number;
...
{
int number; /* hides typedef name */
...
struct vector
{
const number;
...
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} object;
...
}
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EXPRESSIONS
Rules
7#1

7#2
7#3
7.2#2
7.2#3
7.2#4
7.3.4#1
7.4.5#1
7.4.8#1
7.4.8#2
7.5#1
7.5#2
7.5#3
7.8#1
7.8#2
7.8#3
7.9#1
7.10#1
7.10#2
7.14#1
7.14#2
7.15#1
7.15#2
7.16#1
7.16#2
7.16#3
7.18#1
7.18#2
7.19#1

Expressions which either mix operators from the set >, >=, >, ^, &, |, &&, || or which use two or
more distinct operators from the latter set shall be fully parenthesised and make no use of the C
precedence rules.
Expressions shall not contain multiple side-effects due either to the same identifier being modified
more than once, or due to the same identifier being modified and accessed.
Expressions containing multiple function references should be avoided due to the possibility of
side-effects occurring in an undefined order.
Constant expressions must not lead to division by zero.
The value of an incomplete 'union' must not be used.
The value of an incomplete 'struct' must not be used.
The increment and decrement operators should not be mixed with prefix forms in the same
expression.
Unary minus shall not be applied to an unsigned expression.
sizeof shall not be applied to an expression with side-effects.
Wherever possible, use sizeof entity; rather than sizeof (type);
Expressions shall not be cast to the same type.
Explicit casting from and to any other type from void * is forbidden.
Avoid explicit casting where possible.
The right operand of a shift operator in a constant expression must not be negative or imply too
large a shift.
The left operand of a shift operator must not be signed.
Left shifts in constant expressions shall not be such as to truncate any bits from the result.
The operands of relational operators should be parenthesised unless both are simple values,
identifiers, or function calls.
Floating point expressions shall not be compared using either the == or != operators.
The operands of equality operators should be parenthesised unless both are simple values,
identifiers, or function calls.
The right-hand operand of the logical AND operator shall not contain any side-effects because it is
conditionally executed.
The operands of logical AND should be parenthesised unless both are simple values, identifiers, or
function calls.
The right-hand operand of the logical OR operator shall not contain any side-effects because it is
conditionally executed.
The operands of logical OR shall be parenthesised unless both are simple values, identifiers, or
function calls.
The second and third operands of the conditional operator shall not contain side-effects because
they are conditionally executed.
Use parentheses to improve readability of the conditional operator.
The convenience of the conditional operator should be weighed against the clarity of the code.
The comma operator must be used only within a for statement or within macros.
In general, the comma operator should be avoided.
Arithmetic operations on constant expressions must not lead to wrapround
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SR 7#1
Synopsis: Expressions which either mix operators from the set >, >=, >, ^, &, |, &&, || or which use two or
more distinct operators from the latter set shall be fully parenthesised and make no use of the C
precedence rules.
Language: C
Level:
6
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
Mixing relational and logical operators without explicit parenthesisation is a notorious source of error in C
programs.
Example:
if ( a == b && c == d ) /* WRONG - precedence used */
if ((a == b ) && ( c == d )) /* RIGHT */

SR 7#2
Synopsis: Expressions shall not contain multiple side-effects due either to the same identifier being modified
more than once, or due to the same identifier being modified and accessed.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
For all but a few constructs in C, Standard C does not define the evaluation order even where there may be
side-effects. Reliance on them can create problems which are very expensive to track down.
Example:
x = i++ + a[i]; /* WRONG - 2 side effects x assigned and i changed */
x = i + a[i]; /* RIGHT */
i++;

Even something as simple as two function references in the same expression can lead to problems.
Example:
x = f() + g(); /* CAUTION - if f and g both modify and access the same externally visible
t = f();
x = t + g(); /* SAFE, but may lead to expressions becoming hard to understand. */

Guideline 7#3
Synopsis: Expressions containing multiple function references should be avoided due to the possibility of
side-effects occurring in an undefined order.
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Language: C
Level:
3
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
For all but a few constructs in C, Standard C does not define the evaluation order even where there may be
side-effects. Reliance on them can create problems which are very expensive to track down.
Example:
x = i++ + a[i]; /* WRONG - 2 side effects x assigned and i changed */
x = i + a[i]; /* RIGHT */
i++;

Even something as simple as two function references in the same expression can lead to problems.
Example:
x = f() + g(); /* CAUTION - if f and g both modify and access the same externally visible
t = f();
x = t + g(); /* SAFE, but may lead to expressions becoming hard to understand. */

SR 7.2#2
Synopsis: Constant expressions must not lead to division by zero.
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
Division by zero in any expression leads to undefined behaviour. In general, this is only statically detectable
in constant expressions.
Example:
#define INFINITY 1/0 int big_array[INFINITY];

SR 7.2#3
Synopsis: The value of an incomplete 'union' must not be used.
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
Attempting to use the value of an incomplete 'union' will result in undefined behaviour.
Example:
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union common u;
...
int x = u;
...

is illegal because the union object 'u' is an incomplete type. Its value is therefore undefined.

SR 7.2#4
Synopsis: The value of an incomplete 'struct' must not be used.
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
Attempting to use the value of an incomplete 'struct' will result in undefined behaviour.
Example:
struct record s;
...
int x = s;
...

is illegal because the struct object 's' is an incomplete type. Its value is therefore undefined.

Guideline 7.3.4#1
Synopsis: The increment and decrement operators should not be mixed with prefix forms in the same
expression.
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
Expressions are particularly confusing to read when both postfix and prefix forms are used simultaneously, as
for example in expressions like:
Example:
x++ + --j; /* POOR Practice */

SR 7.4.5#1
Synopsis: Unary minus shall not be applied to an unsigned expression.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: EXPRESSIONS
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Description
Unary minus acting on an unsigned expression gives an unsigned result which is never negative.
Example:
long j;
unsigned int i = 1;
...
j = (-i); /* j = (UINT_MAX - i)

Note that the negative is taken after any necessary promotions have been applied to the operand. Hence, the
same problem could occur for an unsigned short provided short and int were the same size, causing a
promotion from unsigned short to unsigned int rather than signed int. This however will not be the case for
any PMS development.

SR 7.4.8#1
Synopsis: sizeof shall not be applied to an expression with side-effects.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
The operand of sizeof is not evaluated so the side-effects that would normally occur from evaluating the
expression do not take place. This may seem non-intuitive to the novice.
Example:
x = sizeof(i++); /* WRONG - i not changed */

Guideline 7.4.8#2
Synopsis: Wherever possible, use sizeof entity; rather than sizeof (type);
Language: C
Level:
6
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
If the type of value_ptr is changed, the preferred form takes account of this automatically. Note however that
whereas sizeof (a local array) is the actual size of the array, sizeof (a formal parameter denoting an array) is
the size of the pointer, (to which it is automatically converted).
Example:
double *value_ptr;
...
sizeof *value_ptr; /* Preferred to ... */
sizeof (double); /* this. */
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SR 7.5#1
Synopsis: Expressions shall not be cast to the same type.
Language: C
Level:
6
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
Casting to the same type is redundant and symptomatic of a poor understanding of the types in use. In
Standard C, void * is guaranteed to be compatible with other pointer types so an explicit cast is unnecessary.
This is commonly and mistakenly done with malloc() for example.

SR 7.5#2
Synopsis: Explicit casting from and to any other type from void * is forbidden.
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
Casting to the same type is redundant and symptomatic of a poor understanding of the types in use. In
Standard C, void * is guaranteed to be compatible with other pointer types so an explicit cast is unnecessary.
This is commonly and mistakenly done with malloc() for example.

Guideline 7.5#3
Synopsis: Avoid explicit casting where possible.
Language: C
Level:
7
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
Casting to the same type is redundant and symptomatic of a poor understanding of the types in use. In
Standard C, void * is guaranteed to be compatible with other pointer types so an explicit cast is unnecessary.
This is commonly and mistakenly done with malloc() for example.

SR 7.8#1
Synopsis: The right operand of a shift operator in a constant expression must not be negative or imply too
large a shift.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
Such shifts lead to undefined behaviour. In general, only the constant case is statically detectable.
Example:
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int array[ 32<

SR 7.8#2
Synopsis: The left operand of a shift operator must not be signed.
Language: C
Level:
10
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
A signed left operand of a right shift will produce an arithmetic shift on some platforms and a logical shift on
others.
Example:
int j;
unsigned
unsigned
...
x = j >>
unsigned
unsigned
...
x = u >>

int x;
int u;
8; /* WRONG */int j;
int x;
int u;
8; /* RIGHT */

SR 7.8#3
Synopsis: Left shifts in constant expressions shall not be such as to truncate any bits from the result.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
The left shift results in bits 'falling off' the end. Truncation of the constant expression value occurs as soon as
'occupied' bits start being shed. Up until this point the resultant value was representable.
Example:
#if (15u

An artificial example but it demonstrates the loss of information (if constant expres-sions are represented in 4
bytes).

Guideline 7.9#1
Synopsis: The operands of relational operators should be parenthesised unless both are simple values,
identifiers, or function calls.
Language: C
Level:
7
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Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
The precedence of operators in C is not intuitive. Extra parentheses aid the reader establish the grouping of
operands.

SR 7.10#1
Synopsis: Floating point expressions shall not be compared using either the == or != operators.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
Comparing floating point expressions for equality or inequality is a famous source of well-documented
software system failures.

Guideline 7.10#2
Synopsis: The operands of equality operators should be parenthesised unless both are simple values,
identifiers, or function calls.
Language: C
Level:
7
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
The precedence of operators in C is not intuitive. Extra parentheses aid the reader establish the grouping of
operands.

SR 7.14#1
Synopsis: The right-hand operand of the logical AND operator shall not contain any side-effects because it is
conditionally executed.
Language: C
Level:
7
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
It is clearer to use an if statement to make the conditional execution explicit.
Example:
if ( (a > b ) && i++ ) /* WRONG, i not always changed */
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Guideline 7.14#2
Synopsis: The operands of logical AND should be parenthesised unless both are simple values, identifiers,
or function calls.
Language: C
Level:
7
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
The precedence of operators in C is not intuitive. Extra parentheses aid the reader stablish the grouping of
operands, especially in expressions that mix logical and itwise operations.
Example:
if ( (a > b ) && (i != 0 ) )

SR 7.15#1
Synopsis: The right-hand operand of the logical OR operator shall not contain any side-effects because it is
conditionally executed.
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
It is clearer to use an if statement to make the conditional execution explicit.
Example:
if ( (a > b ) || i++ ) /* WRONG, i not always changed */

Guideline 7.15#2
Synopsis: The operands of logical OR shall be parenthesised unless both are simple values, identifiers, or
function calls.
Language: C
Level:
7
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
The precedence of operators in C is not intuitive. Extra parentheses aid the reader establish the grouping of
operands, especially in expressions that mix logical and bitwise operations.
Example:
if ( (a > b ) || (i != 0 ) )
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SR 7.16#1
Synopsis: The second and third operands of the conditional operator shall not contain side-effects because
they are conditionally executed.
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
It is clearer to use an if statement to make the conditional execution explicit.
Example:
(a > b) ? i++ : j++; /* WRONG, i,j not always changed */

Guideline 7.16#2
Synopsis: Use parentheses to improve readability of the conditional operator.
Language: C
Level:
6
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
Parenthesizing the operands of the conditional operator can help readability. Hence,
Example:
len = ac_DataLength <= 3 ? ac_DataLength - 1 : ac_DataLength + 1;

should become
Example:
len = (ac_DataLength <= 3) ? (ac_DataLength - 1) : (ac_DataLength + 1);

If the operands are atomic expressions no parentheses are needed. For instance the following is allowed.
Example:
len = (ac_DataLength <= 3) ? ac_DataLength : 3;

Guideline 7.16#3
Synopsis: The convenience of the conditional operator should be weighed against the clarity of the code.
Language: C
Level:
7
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Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
The interaction of the conditional operator with the precedence of other operators causes confusion for many
novice programmers. If the second or third operand is a non-atomic expression it is clearer to use an if
statement instead of the ? : operators. Hence,
Example:
len = (ac_DataLength <= 3) ? ac_DataLength : 3;

is allowed, but the following construction is not accepted.
Example:
len = (ac_DataLength <= 3) ? (ac_DataLength + 1) : 3;

SR 7.18#1
Synopsis: The comma operator must be used only within a for statement or within macros.
Language: C
Level:
5
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
In expression statements, the comma operator can always be avoided by splitting the statement and using
semicolon to make the sequence of evaluation explicit.

Guideline 7.18#2
Synopsis: In general, the comma operator should be avoided.
Language: C
Level:
6
Category: EXPRESSIONS
Description
In expression statements, the comma operator can always be avoided by splitting the statement and using
semicolon to make the sequence of evaluation explicit.

SR 7.19#1
Synopsis: Arithmetic operations on constant expressions must not lead to wrapround
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: EXPRESSIONS
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Description
Arithmetic operations on constant expressions must not lead to wrapround. Consider the following examples:
This constant expression involves unsigned arithmetic and generates a value too large to be represented.
Modulo arithmetic will be performed to reduce the result to a value which is representable.
Example:
...
#if (1u-2u) /* wraps to maximum positive value */

This constant expression involves unsigned addition and generates a value too large to be represented.
Modulo arithmetic will be performed to reduce the result to a value which is representable. e.g.:
Example:
...
#if (2000000000u+2000000000u+2000000000u)
...

This constant expression involves unsigned multiply and generates a value too large to be represented.
Modulo arithmetic will be performed to reduce the result to a value which is representable. e.g.:
Example:
...
#if (2000000000u * 3u) /* unrepresentable value */
...

Here, the constant expression is being cast to an unsigned type which is not capable of representing its
complete value. In these cases the value of the con-stant expression will become the modulo of its actual
value and the maximum value representable by the resultant type. e.g.:
Example:
...
int a[(unsigned char)3000];
...
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EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS
Rules
10.1#1
10.1#2
10.1#3
10.1#4
10.1#5
10.1#7
10.1#8
10.1#9
10.2#1
10.2#2
10.2#3
10.2#4

Function return types must not use const or volatile.
A parameter must not have void type.
Identifiers must be given for all or none of the parameters in a function prototype declaration.
A function return expression must be compatible with its implicitly or explicitly defined type. If a
function has a non-void return type, then it must contain only com-patible return statements
main() must have a defined type of int (void) or int (int, char *[]).
No attempt must be made to use the result of a function returning void.
No const qualified void function of any kind is allowed.
Identifiers in function definition and declaration should be the same.
A function declared locally must have no storage-class specifier other than 'extern'.
Functions should not be declared locally.
An external identifier declaration after a previous external declaration must not have a different
type.
All array types shall be complete by the end of the compilation unit

SR 10.1#1
Synopsis: Function return types must not use const or volatile.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS
Description
This leads to undefined behaviour.
Example:
const int func(void)
{
...
} /* undefined */

SR 10.1#2
Synopsis: A parameter must not have void type.
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS
Description
This leads to undefined behaviour.
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Example:
void func(void param)
{
...
}

SR 10.1#3
Synopsis: Identifiers must be given for all or none of the parameters in a function prototype declaration.
Language: C
Level:
7
Category: EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS
Description
Departures can lead to undefined behaviour.
Example:
int spellchk(char*, FILE* dictionary); /* bad */
int spellchk(char* word, FILE* dictionary); /* good */

SR 10.1#4
Synopsis: A function return expression must be compatible with its implicitly or explicitly defined type. If a
function has a non-void return type, then it must contain only com-patible return statements
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS
Description
Justification This leads to undefined behaviour when the function is used.
Example:
float func(void)
{
... /* no return statement */
}

Example:
float func(void)
{
return; /* no return expression - undefined*/
}

Example:
int func(void)
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{
...
return; /* no return expression - undefined */
}

Note that this also includes main(), which should contain a return int-expression. The use of the standard
function exit() is subject to both implementation defined and undefined behaviour.

SR 10.1#5
Synopsis: main() must have a defined type of int (void) or int (int, char *[]).
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS
Description
Other types lead to undefined behaviour.

SR 10.1#7
Synopsis: No attempt must be made to use the result of a function returning void.
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS
Description
Results are highly unpredictable.

SR 10.1#8
Synopsis: No const qualified void function of any kind is allowed.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS
Description
This practice is essentially meaningless.

Guideline 10.1#9
Synopsis: Identifiers in function definition and declaration should be the same.
Language: C
Level:
9
Category: EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS
Description
It can be misleading to use different names.
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SR 10.2#1
Synopsis: A function declared locally must have no storage-class specifier other than 'extern'.
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS
Description
This leads to undefined behaviour.
Example:
{
static intfn(); /* undefined */
extern intfn2(); /* legal, but not recommended */
...
}

Guideline 10.2#2
Synopsis: Functions should not be declared locally.
Language: C
Level:
5
Category: EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS

SR 10.2#3
Synopsis: An external identifier declaration after a previous external declaration must not have a different
type.
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS
Description
This behaviour is undefined.
Example:
{
extern int figure;
}

Example:
{
extern char figure;
}
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SR 10.2#4
Synopsis: All array types shall be complete by the end of the compilation unit
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS
Description
The specified array is considered an incomplete type as the sizing definition is not present.
Example:
int array[]; /* at file scope */
... /* no subsequent size definition */

A size of one is assumed and this element initialised to zero. The ANSI committee have agreed that this is the
intent of the standard. Amend the code such that either an array size or an array initialiser list is specified.
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ISSUES IN K&R V. ANSI C
Rules
C#1 Make sure enums are not mixed with other types.
C#3 Preprocessor directives should begin in column 1 and there should be no white space between the #
and the directive keyword.

SR C#1
Synopsis: Make sure enums are not mixed with other types.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: ISSUES IN K&R V. ANSI C
Description
A significant grey area in the treatment of enums relates to their type. All enums are of integral type so it is
possible to compare unrelated enums or even mix enums and integers without getting compiler warnings
whereas this might result in unexpected behavior.
Examples:
typedef enum enum1 { ACT1, ACT2, ACT3 } enum1;
typedef enum enum2 { ACTION1, ACTION2, ACTION3 } enum2;
typedef struct {
enum1 actionId1;
enum2 actionId2;
int type;
} actions;
void
if
if
if
}

m(actions* p_sysreq) {
(p_sysreq->actionId1 == ACT1); // OK
(p_sysreq->actionId2 == ACT1); // Violation, comparison between 2 different enums
(p_sysreq->type == ACT1); // Violation, comparison between enum and int

Guideline C#3
Synopsis: Preprocessor directives should begin in column 1 and there should be no white space between the
# and the directive keyword.
Language: C
Level:
10
Category: ISSUES IN K&R V. ANSI C
Description
Not all pre-ANSI preprocessors allow white space before or after the #. In addition, use of such features is
likely to confuse novice programmers and be difficult to maintain.
Example:
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# define... /* WRONG - space after # */
#define ... /* WRONG # not in column 1 */
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LEXICAL CONVENTIONS
Rules
2.2#1
2.3#1
2.3#2

Comments shall not be nested.
Identifiers reserved by Standard C must not be used.
Identifiers shall not use more than the maximum number of characters required for unique
identification as specified in the compliance matrix, described in section 1.7.
2.5.2#1 Only ANSI defined escape sequences shall be used.
2.5.4#1 String literals must have a formally defined value.
A.5.1#1 C++ keywords must not be used as identifiers

SR 2.2#1
Synopsis: Comments shall not be nested.
Language: C
Level:
6
Category: LEXICAL CONVENTIONS
Description
This leads to undefined behaviour.

SR 2.3#1
Synopsis: Identifiers reserved by Standard C must not be used.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: LEXICAL CONVENTIONS
Description
This leads to undefined behaviour. The complete list is available in section 4.1.2.1 of the ANSI version of
Standard C, but amongst other things, includes any identifier beginning with an underscore '_'.

SR 2.3#2
Synopsis: Identifiers shall not use more than the maximum number of characters required for unique
identification as specified in the compliance matrix, described in section 1.7.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: LEXICAL CONVENTIONS
Description
This must not exceed 31. Standard C is very restrictive in this area in that in order to support some very old
linkers still in use, it specifies a limit of only 6 characters for externally defined names. This almost certainly
seriously impacts program readability. The policy of this standard is to require the developer to specify what
they used and to ensure statically that this is not exceeded. In general, the developer should use the maximum
possible number of characters commensurate with the requirement to maintain unique identification on the
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platforms defined in the compliance matrix accompanying the application. In practice, this is likely to be
considerably in excess of 6 characters.

SR 2.5.2#1
Synopsis: Only ANSI defined escape sequences shall be used.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: LEXICAL CONVENTIONS
Description
Escape sequences, (those beginning with "\\\\"), other than those defined by ANSI have undefined behaviour,
impacting both reliability and portability.

SR 2.5.4#1
Synopsis: String literals must have a formally defined value.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: LEXICAL CONVENTIONS
Description
String literals must be correctly terminated by a null or ". It is possible using the # operator in the
pre-processor to construct a macro which can expand to an undefined string in some circumstances.
Example:
#define str(x) #x
char
fred[]=str(fred\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\);

In this example, the string is not terminated correctly and hence the result is undefined.

SR A.5.1#1
Synopsis: C++ keywords must not be used as identifiers
Language: C
Level:
6
Category: LEXICAL CONVENTIONS
Description
In most cases, C++ keywords used as identifiers will be flagged immediately when porting C code to C++.
However, some C++ compilers accept some keywords as identifiers because they do not support all the C++
concerps. Here is a full list of C++ keywords that are not present in C:
Example:
asm bool catch class const_cast delete dynamic_cast false
friend inline mutable namespace new operator private protected
public reinterpret_cast static_cast template this throw true
try typeid using virtual wchar_t
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None of these should be used in C.
Also note the following ISO C++ reserved identifiers which should not be used as identifiers:
Example:
and and_eq bitand bitor compl not not_eq or or_eq xor xor_eq

In addition, do not use the following identifiers which are currently under consideration as keywords in ISO
C++:
Example:
constructor destructor require
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MONITORING OF COMPLEXITY
Rules
13#3 Functions shall be restricted to have a maximum cyclomatic complexity.

SR 13#3
Synopsis: Functions shall be restricted to have a maximum cyclomatic complexity.
Language: C
Level:
5
Category: MONITORING OF COMPLEXITY
Description
The cyclomatic complexity is a metric to measure code complexity. It directly measures the number of
linearly independent paths through a program's source code. A function with a cyclomatic complexity less
than 5 is considered to be ok. However, if its cyclomatic complexity is higher than 10, refactoring is
recommended.
A lower cyclomatic complexity increases readability, but it also lowers the number of unit tests that needs to
be written. Improving the cyclomatic complexity most often is achieved by introducing extra helper
functions. There are also cases for which rearranging the code suffices. Consider the following piece of code.
if (status > 0) {
found = true;
} else {
found = false;
}

This "if" statement has a cyclomatic complexity of 2. In other words there are 2 test cases needed to have
100% branch coverage. Observe that this is semantically equal to
found = (status > 0);

which only needs 1 test case for 100% branch coverage.
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NON-LANGUAGE ISSUES
Rules
A.2.4#1
A.2.5#1
A.2.5#2
A.2.5#3
A.2.5#4
A.3.1#2

Only one identifier shall be declared on each source line.
Only one statement shall appear on each source line.
All control statements shall be fully brace enclosed.
A consistent style of indentation should be adopted
Braces should be indented to the same level as the control statement with which they are associated
Every header file shall use #ifndef .. #endif to prevent its body being #included multiple times.

SR A.2.4#1
Synopsis: Only one identifier shall be declared on each source line.
Language: C
Level:
6
Category: NON-LANGUAGE ISSUES
Description
The one identifier per line rule helps the reader find variable declarations more easily.

SR A.2.5#1
Synopsis: Only one statement shall appear on each source line.
Language: C
Level:
5
Category: NON-LANGUAGE ISSUES
Description
When a line contains more than one statement, the casual reader will often miss the second statement; this
can cause problems for reviewers and maintenance.

SR A.2.5#2
Synopsis: All control statements shall be fully brace enclosed.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: NON-LANGUAGE ISSUES
Description
All if, while, for, do and switch statements should be followed by a brace-enclosed compound statement.
If only indentation is used to indicate that a single statement belongs to an "if", "while" or "for", it is a
frequently occurring mistake to enhance this construct by adding another statement without supplying the
now necessary {..} to indicate that both statements belong to the while. The practice of using {..} also aids
readability.
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Example:
while( ... ) i++;

/* WRONG */

while( ... )
{
i++;
/* RIGHT */
}

Example:
for(...) i++; /* WRONG */
for(...)
{
i++; /* RIGHT */
}

Example:
if ( ... ); /* WRONG, no {} */
if ( ... )
{
/* EMPTY*/ /* RIGHT */
}

Guideline A.2.5#3
Synopsis: A consistent style of indentation should be adopted
Language: C
Level:
9
Category: NON-LANGUAGE ISSUES

SR A.2.5#4
Synopsis: Braces should be indented to the same level as the control statement with which they are
associated
Language: C
Level:
9
Category: NON-LANGUAGE ISSUES
Description
Declarations and statements within braces should be indented by one indent stop.

SR A.3.1#2
Synopsis: Every header file shall use #ifndef .. #endif to prevent its body being #included multiple times.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: NON-LANGUAGE ISSUES
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Description
Since a header file may be used by source files and other header files, there is no way of knowing what order
header files will be #included, nor how many times any particular header will be #included.
Example:
/* include file header comment
*/
#ifndef included_HEADER_H
#define included_HEADER_H
/*
* body of header file
*/
#endif
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PREPROCESSING
Rules
12#1
12#2
12.1#1
12.3#1
12.3#2
12.3#3
12.3#4
12.3#6
12.3#7
12.3#8
12.3#9
12.3#10
12.3#11
12.3.1#1
12.3.2#1
12.4#1
12.4#2
12.5#1
12.6#1
12.8#1
12.9#1
C#2

All identifiers used in preprocessor directives shall be defined.
Avoid esoteric aspects of preprocessing such as token pasting, text after #else or #endif, or relying
on macro argument substitution within string literals.
Trigraphs shall not be used.
Always enclose any instances of macro parameters within parentheses.
If a macro body contains any operator, enclose it within parentheses.
Do not use macros to redefine keywords.
Avoid defining macros with unbalanced brackets or parentheses.
Use const to provide typed constants in preference to #define where legal and appropriate to do so.
Use functions in preference to function-like macros unless performance is a genuine issue.
Defining a macro called defined or attempting to #undef it, is forbidden.
Attempting to #define or #undef any of __LINE__, __FILE__, __DATE__, __TIME__, or
__STDC__ is forbidden.
A function-like macro must be supplied with its expected arguments.
Macro arguments must not contain a sequence of tokens which look like a preprocessor directive.
A macro shall not comprise both the "#" and "##" operators simultaneously.
The result of the "##" operator shall be a legal pre-processing token.
The #include directive must only be followed by a or a "..." file sequence.
Use of the ' " \ or /* characters in the #include file sequence or "...", is forbidden.
The defined macro must appear in the form 'defined(identifier)' or 'defined identifier'.
The #line directive shall specify a line number in the range 1 to 32767.
The #pragma directive shall not be used without sign-off according to local quality procedures.
The null preprocessor directive # should not be used.
The #error directive should be used with caution.

SR 12#1
Synopsis: All identifiers used in preprocessor directives shall be defined.
Language: C
Level:
5
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
Example:
#if MAXINT > 32767 /* MAXINT undefined */
...

This may be due to a missing include file or be the result of edits removing the previous definition. The effect
is that MAXINT is assigned the value zero. A definition should be made available or the test modified.
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Guideline 12#2
Synopsis: Avoid esoteric aspects of preprocessing such as token pasting, text after #else or #endif, or relying
on macro argument substitution within string literals.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
These features differ between preprocessors.

SR 12.1#1
Synopsis: Trigraphs shall not be used.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
Trigraphs quite apart from their non-portability to pre-ANSI environments, look very confusing. Avoiding
adjacent question marks eliminates any possible confusion with trigraphs. Note in particular the, once
common, practice of using ? as a place holder in a string is very dangerous.
Example:
char date[20] = "??-??-??";
/* This is actually replaced with: */
char date[20] = "~~??";

SR 12.3#1
Synopsis: Always enclose any instances of macro parameters within parentheses.
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
Omitting parentheses around macro bodies and parameters can lead to unexpected interpretation of the
expanded code (as in the AWFUL example given).
Example:
#define BAD -1
#define AWFUL(a,b) a * b
...
x = AWFUL(1 + 1, 1) * 4; /* looks like 8... */
x = 1 + 1 * 1 * 4; /* ... but is 5 instead */

Example:
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#define OK 0
#define GOOD (-1)
#define SQUARE(a) ((a) * (a))

Guideline 12.3#2
Synopsis: If a macro body contains any operator, enclose it within parentheses.
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
Omitting parentheses around macro bodies and parameters can lead to unexpected interpretation of the
expanded code (as in the AWFUL example given).
Example:
#define AWFUL(a,b) a * b
...
x = AWFUL(1 + 1, 1) * 4; /* looks like 8... */
x = 1 + 1 * 1 * 4; /* ... but is 5 instead */

Example:
#define SQUARE(a) ((a) * (a))

SR 12.3#3
Synopsis: Do not use macros to redefine keywords.
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
Using macros to change the appearance of the language is always confusing and should be avoided for the
sake of clarity.

Guideline 12.3#4
Synopsis: Avoid defining macros with unbalanced brackets or parentheses.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
Do not change the language syntax.
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Example:
#define
#define
#define
...
BEGIN
int x =
END

LESS_ONE - 1
BEGIN {
END }

y LESS_ONE;

Guideline 12.3#6
Synopsis: Use const to provide typed constants in preference to #define where legal and appropriate to do so.
Language: C
Level:
5
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
The type security provided by const and using functions instead of macros is very valuable and should be
taken advantage of.

Guideline 12.3#7
Synopsis: Use functions in preference to function-like macros unless performance is a genuine issue.
Language: C
Level:
5
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
The function-like macro
#define PLUS(x,y) x + y

could better be defined as
int plus(int x, int y) {
return x + y;
}

The main reason for this is that the code in the latter case is properly type-checked by the compiler.

SR 12.3#8
Synopsis: Defining a macro called defined or attempting to #undef it, is forbidden.
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: PREPROCESSING
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Description
This is predefined by Standard C. Redefining it leads to undefined behaviour.

SR 12.3#9
Synopsis: Attempting to #define or #undef any of __LINE__, __FILE__, __DATE__, __TIME__, or
__STDC__ is forbidden.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
Example:
#define __STDC__ other /* undefined behaviour */

Example:
#undef __STDC__ /* undefined behaviour */

SR 12.3#10
Synopsis: A function-like macro must be supplied with its expected arguments.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
Not specifying them leads to undefined behaviour.
Example:
#define ORDINAL(num) num
...
void func(void)
{
int empty = ORDINAL(); /* undefined */
...
}

is undefined because the use of ORDINAL() is missing the expected argument.

SR 12.3#11
Synopsis: Macro arguments must not contain a sequence of tokens which look like a preprocessor directive.
Language: C
Level:
6
Category: PREPROCESSING
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Description
Example:
#define STR(text) #text
...
char * msg = STR(
#define /* undefined */
);

Here, the presence of the '#define' argument in the STR() macro call is undefined.

Guideline 12.3.1#1
Synopsis: A macro shall not comprise both the "#" and "##" operators simultaneously.
Language: C
Level:
7
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
The order of evaluation when the "#" and "##" operators are used together is undefined. Example:
#define debug(s) printf("x" #s "= %d\n", x ## s)
/* WRONG: The order in which the # and ## operators are evaluated is
* unspecified by the C standard.
*/

Guideline 12.3.2#1
Synopsis: The result of the "##" operator shall be a legal pre-processing token.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
The "##" operator should be used sparingly and with care. In particular there are constraints which operate on
the context in which it may be used. The result of the glue operator should be a valid pre-processing token; so
it is not legal, for instance, to glue together an operator to an identifier. Valid pre-processing tokens must
have the lexical form of a header-name, an identifier, a character constant, a string literal, an operator, a
punctuator or any non-white-space character that cannot be one of the above. Example:
#define Select(a)
#define Select(a)

(xxx_struct.##a) /* WRONG: The "." is a separate token */
(xxx_struct.a) /* RIGHT */

SR 12.4#1
Synopsis: The #include directive must only be followed by a or a "..." file sequence.
Language: C
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Level:
2
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
Any other file naming sequences are undefined.

SR 12.4#2
Synopsis: Use of the ' " \ or /* characters in the #include file sequence or "...", is forbidden.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
These characters in the file name can cause undefined behaviour.
Example:
/* defs is not a comment, but is not defined either */
#include <header.h/*defs*/>

SR 12.5#1
Synopsis: The defined macro must appear in the form 'defined(identifier)' or 'defined identifier'.
Language: C
Level:
5
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
Other forms are formally undefined.

SR 12.6#1
Synopsis: The #line directive shall specify a line number in the range 1 to 32767.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
It must be in the form #line digit-sequence character-string-literal. The average application is unlikely to
contain these, but departures are formally undefined.

SR 12.8#1
Synopsis: The #pragma directive shall not be used without sign-off according to local quality procedures.
Language: C
Level:
4
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Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
The behaviour of #pragma is entirely implementation defined and non-portable. Such directives are usually
provided by compiler writers who have either provided lots of extensions or lots of command-line options
and feel that users want to be able to switch these options on and off throughout the source. Taking advantage
of this 'generosity' will produce wildly non-portable code.

Guideline 12.9#1
Synopsis: The null preprocessor directive # should not be used.
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
Since this directive has no effect it can be omitted. Additionally, it is not supported by every preprocessor.

Guideline C#2
Synopsis: The #error directive should be used with caution.
Language: C
Level:
5
Category: PREPROCESSING
Description
Its effect can be achieved by the following:
Example:
error: This should not happen

instead of
Example:
#error: This should not happen

Although both methods will cause an error to be reported by the C compiler, the second form can 'choke' a
pre-ANSI preprocessor that doesn't recognise the directive even when the directive is skipped as part of a #if
group. The first form will always get through a preprocessor correctly.
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RESTRICTIONS ON SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS
Rules
14#1 The dynamic memory allocation functions malloc, realloc and calloc shall not be used directly.
14#2 The signal handling routine signal and the non-specific jump functions setjmp and longjmp shall not
be used without specific sign-off according to local procedures.
14#3 None of the following functions should be used directly if possible: ungetc, fopen, fgetpos, ftell, gets,
remove, rename, bsearch, qsort, time, date, clock, isalnum, isalpha, iscntrl, islower, isprint, isupper,
perror, strerror, calloc, malloc, realloc, exit, fmod.

SR 14#1
Synopsis: The dynamic memory allocation functions malloc, realloc and calloc shall not be used directly.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: RESTRICTIONS ON SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS
Description
For example, malloc has a number of unspecified, undefined and implementation defined areas including the
implementation-defined issue of what exactly happens if a request for zero bytes is made. This can be
effectively circumvented by providing a function pms_malloc(), for example, which specifically defines what
should happen in these circumstances, and may also perform consistency checks absent in many
implementations of malloc.The external interface of any such wrapper functions must be consistent with the
function being wrapped to avoid a proliferation of slightly different functions.

SR 14#2
Synopsis: The signal handling routine signal and the non-specific jump functions setjmp and longjmp shall
not be used without specific sign-off according to local procedures.
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: RESTRICTIONS ON SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS
Description
The use of any of these facilities leads to some form of undefined or implementation defined behaviour and
many subtle run-time problems can arise. If it is felt that the application absolutely must use this
functionality, a wrapper function must be written and its use formally justified by the project manager.

Guideline 14#3
Synopsis: None of the following functions should be used directly if possible: ungetc, fopen, fgetpos, ftell,
gets, remove, rename, bsearch, qsort, time, date, clock, isalnum, isalpha, iscntrl, islower, isprint,
isupper, perror, strerror, calloc, malloc, realloc, exit, fmod.
Language: C
Level:
10
Category: RESTRICTIONS ON SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS
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Description
The use of any of these facilities leads to some form of undefined or implementation defined behaviour and
many subtle run-time problems can arise. If it is felt that the application absolutely must use this
functionality, a wrapper function must be written and its use formally justified by the project manager.The
external interface of any such wrapper functions must be consistent with the function being wrapped to avoid
a proliferation of slightly different functions.
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SCOPE AND LINKAGE
Rules
11.1#1
11.2#1
11.2#2
11.2#3
11.2#4

Identifiers shall not be redeclared within nested scopes.
Objects must not have incomplete type and no linkage
Variables must not have both internal and external linkage.
Variables must not have more than one definition with external linkage.
Identifiers with internal linkage (static) must have complete type

SR 11.1#1
Synopsis: Identifiers shall not be redeclared within nested scopes.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: SCOPE AND LINKAGE
Description
Such practice is almost always done inadvertently and has dangerous implications for readability.
Example:
int i;
int f()
{
int i; /* WRONG - hides earlier declaration */
}

SR 11.2#1
Synopsis: Objects must not have incomplete type and no linkage
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: SCOPE AND LINKAGE
Description
Identifiers with no linkage must not be declared to be something other than an object or function, a function
parameter or a block scoped identifier without an explicit 'extern' storage-class specifier. The behaviour is
undefined.This occurs when an identifier with incomplete type occurs without linkage.
Example:
...
{
void v;
...
}
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Example:
...
{
struct record field;
...
}

SR 11.2#2
Synopsis: Variables must not have both internal and external linkage.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: SCOPE AND LINKAGE
Description
The behaviour is undefined.Here a variable has been declared at least twice with one of the declarations
involving the static storage-class specifier.
Example:
int number;
static int number;

'number' is implicitly declared external through the first declaration and explicitly static through the second
declaration.

SR 11.2#3
Synopsis: Variables must not have more than one definition with external linkage.
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: SCOPE AND LINKAGE
Description
This leads to undefined behaviour.
Example:
extern int number=0;
...
extern int number=1;

SR 11.2#4
Synopsis: Identifiers with internal linkage (static) must have complete type
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: SCOPE AND LINKAGE
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Description
This leads to undefined behaviour.
Example:
static struct record
...

field;

Here no definition has been given for the structure with tag 'record' and so the 'field' identifier is deemed to
have incomplete type.
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STATEMENTS
Rules
9.1#1
9.1#2
9.1#3
9.2#1
9.2#2
9.4#1
9.4#2
9.4.1#1
9.4.1#6
9.4.2#1
9.4.2#2
9.4.2#3
9.4.2#5
9.4.2#6
9.5#1
9.5.2#2
9.5.2#3
9.5.2#4
9.5.2#5
9.6.1#1
9.6.2#1
9.6.3#1
9.6.3#2
9.7#1

Statements must not be labelled.
Only a conventional case .. default construct may follow a switch statement.
A label should be on a separate line
A statement must have a side-effect, i.e., it must do something.
A null statement, if used, shall appear on a line by itself.
Controlling expressions shall not contain assignments.
To clarify the actual test performed in a selection statement, there should be an explicit comparison
operator unless the compared object is of effectively 'Boolean' type.
Multiple choice constructs programmed using if ... else if ... shall have a "catch-all" clause.
An if statement must not lead to a degenerate comparison, for example the comparison of an
unsigned quantity against a negative-valued constant.
All switch statements shall have a default clause, even if that clause is empty.
Each case clause and default clause shall be terminated by a break statement unless empty.
The default clause should be the last entry in the switch statement.
The switch expression shall not contain the ">", ">=", "
The switch expression shall contain at least one case label.
To clarify the actual test performed in an iteration statement, there should be an explicit comparison
operator.
The use of floating point variables as loop variables is forbidden.
A control variable shall not be altered by the body of a for statement.
Only loop control variable expressions should appear in the for statement.
Use a "for" loop construction for an infinite loop.
The break statement should not be used to exit from an iteration statement, (for or while).
The continue statement shall not be used.
The address of an object of automatic storage shall not be returned.
There should only be one return statement in a function returning non-void and this should appear
at the bottom of the function. There should be no return statement in a function returning void.
The goto statement is unstructured and shall not be used.

SR 9.1#1
Synopsis: Statements must not be labelled.
Language: C
Level:
5
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
The only reason for using a labelled statement is to jump to it. Such jumps are forbidden. This also detects an
obscure error in switch statements if the keyword case is inadvertently left out, leaving a construction which
may resemble a label.
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SR 9.1#2
Synopsis: Only a conventional case .. default construct may follow a switch statement.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
This rule is to prevent the use of strange constructs such as:
Example:
switch( n )
{
do
{
case 7:
...
} while ( ... );
}

SR 9.1#3
Synopsis: A label should be on a separate line
Language: C
Level:
9
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
The following code is not accepted
switch( j )
{
case 0: i++;
break;
default: break;
}

It should have been
switch( j )
{
case 0:
i++;
break;
default:
break;
}
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SR 9.2#1
Synopsis: A statement must have a side-effect, i.e., it must do something.
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
An uncomfortably frequent problem in C is to use == as an assignment. The compiler does a comparison,
returns 1 or 0 and then discards the result silently.
Example:
i; /* WRONG - but legal ! */
i++; /* RIGHT - does something */

SR 9.2#2
Synopsis: A null statement, if used, shall appear on a line by itself.
Language: C
Level:
6
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
An extra semicolon can easily be overlooked so it is advisable to make it as noticeable as possible. Note that
since all selection and iteration statements should have a compound statement as the body, a null body should
be written as { } suitably indented. The other use for a null statement is to carry a label before a closing
brace, but gotos are prohibited by this Standard so such null statements are, by implication, also prohibited.
Example:
if ( ... ); /* WRONG - ; on end hardly visible */
if ( ... ) /* RIGHT - obvious */
{
/* EMPTY*/
}

SR 9.4#1
Synopsis: Controlling expressions shall not contain assignments.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
Isolating side-effects in expression statements helps the reader by making changes in state explicit, separating
them from tests on that state. Implicit actions on behalf of an implementation are to be avoided for the sake of
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clarity. Modern compilers will optimise a comparison against zero in any case, defeating any arguments of
efficiency.
Example:
if ( a = 1 ) /* WRONG - unexpected behaviour */
if ( a == 1 ) /* RIGHT */
if ( (fp = get_file()) != NULL ) /* WRONG - confusing */

Guideline 9.4#2
Synopsis: To clarify the actual test performed in a selection statement, there should be an explicit
comparison operator unless the compared object is of effectively 'Boolean' type.
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
This means avoiding implicit comparison of char data against '\0', integral data against 0 and pointer data
against the null pointer.
Example:
int a;
...
if ( a ) /* WRONG - compare should be explicit */

should be
Example:
int a;
...
if ( a > 0 ) /* RIGHT */

SR 9.4.1#1
Synopsis: Multiple choice constructs programmed using if ... else if ... shall have a "catch-all" clause.
Language: C
Level:
7
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
Defensive programming requires the presence of else in a multiple choice construct.

SR 9.4.1#6
Synopsis: An if statement must not lead to a degenerate comparison, for example the comparison of an
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unsigned quantity against a negative-valued constant.
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
Some conditions will always be true or false dependent on the type that has been used. For instance, a signed
char is never larger than 128 or an unsigned integer can never be negative (see the example below).
Example:
unsigned int z = 0;
...
if (z < 0) /* 'z' can never be < 0 */
{
...
}
...

Any statements dependent on this test will never be executed.

SR 9.4.2#1
Synopsis: All switch statements shall have a default clause, even if that clause is empty.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
Defensive programming dictates that multiple choice constructs have a guard condition, to trap "impossible"
errors.
Example:
switch( a )
{
case 'a':
case 'b':
break;
case 'c':
j = 4;
case 'd':
} /* WRONG - no default clause */

Example:
switch( a )
{
case 'a':
case 'b':
break;
case 'c':
j = 4;
case 'd':
default:
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;
} /* RIGHT - default case */

SR 9.4.2#2
Synopsis: Each case clause and default clause shall be terminated by a break statement unless empty.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
Allowing case clauses to fall-through into each other is a confusing practice - if two (or more) clauses share
common tail code, that should be made explicit by making the tail code a function and calling it from each of
the clauses that requires it.
Example:
switch( a )
{
case 'c':
j = 4;
case 'd': /* WRONG - non-empty and no break. */
}

Example:
switch( a )
{
case 'a': /* RIGHT - empty case */
case 'b':
break; /* RIGHT - break following */
}

Guideline 9.4.2#3
Synopsis: The default clause should be the last entry in the switch statement.
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
Since the default action is a 'catch-all' it aids the reader to enumerate the possible special cases before the
general case.
Example:
switch( a )
{
default:
break; /* WRONG - default clause not last */
case 'c':
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j = 4;
break;
case 'd':
break;
}

Example:
switch( a )
{
case 'c':
j = 4;
break;
case 'd':
break;
default:
break; /* RIGHT - default clause last */
}

SR 9.4.2#5
Synopsis: The switch expression shall not contain the ">", ">=", "
Language: C
Level:
5
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
Using relational or logical conjunctive operators in a switch expression is very likely to be wrong and is at
best confusing.
Example:
switch( a > b ) /* WRONG */
{
case ´b´:
case ´c´:
j = 4;
break;
}

Example:
switch( a ) /* RIGHT */
{
case ´b´:
case ´c´:
j = 4;
break;
}

SR 9.4.2#6
Synopsis: The switch expression shall contain at least one case label.
Language: C
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Level:
7
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
Without case labels there can only be one path through the 'switch' statement (that of the 'default' - which will
be everything)
Example:
switch (...)
{
default:
...
}

The 'switch' statement can be discarded leaving the switch statement contents as inline code.
If there is no 'default' label either, then any statements within the body of the 'switch' statement will never be
executed.

Guideline 9.5#1
Synopsis: To clarify the actual test performed in an iteration statement, there should be an explicit
comparison operator.
Language: C
Level:
8
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
Implicit actions on behalf of an implementation are to be avoided for the sake of clarity. Modern compilers
will optimise a comparison against zero in any case, defeating any arguments of efficiency.
An exception to this rule concerns the use of an infinite while loop:
Example:
while (1) {
...
}

SR 9.5.2#2
Synopsis: The use of floating point variables as loop variables is forbidden.
Language: C
Level:
2
Category: STATEMENTS
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SR 9.5.2#3
Synopsis: A control variable shall not be altered by the body of a for statement.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
Modifying a control variable is a very confusing practice - bugs can easily be introduced when the code is
enhanced later on in the software cycle. If one control variable depends directly on another, it is clearer to
make this dependency explicit.
Example:
/* confusing: */
for (i = 0; text[i] != '\0'; i++)
{
...(i++)...(i--)... /* assuming left to right evaluation */
}
/* make the dependency clear: */
for (i = 0; text[i] != '\0'; i++)
{
...i...(i+1)...
}
/* or, if the formula is more complex: */
for (i = 0; text[i] != '\0'; i++)
{
const int j = ...i...;
...i...j...
}

Guideline 9.5.2#4
Synopsis: Only loop control variable expressions should appear in the for statement.
Language: C
Level:
4
Category: STATEMENTS

Guideline 9.5.2#5
Synopsis: Use a "for" loop construction for an infinite loop.
Language: C
Level:
8
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
The following construction is recommended for an infinite loop:
Example:
for (;;)
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{
...
}

The motivation for this is that it standardizes a construct conventionally achieved in many different ways.

Guideline 9.6.1#1
Synopsis: The break statement should not be used to exit from an iteration statement, (for or while).
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
Structured programming practice may require the use of a logical flag so that exit from iteration loops occurs
at only one place.

SR 9.6.2#1
Synopsis: The continue statement shall not be used.
Language: C
Level:
3
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
Structured programming practice shows that branching logic is more readable than a continue as it not always
easily obvious to which construct the continue applies.

SR 9.6.3#1
Synopsis: The address of an object of automatic storage shall not be returned.
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
Storage for the object is automatically freed on return and the address is invalidated.

Guideline 9.6.3#2
Synopsis: There should only be one return statement in a function returning non-void and this should appear
at the bottom of the function. There should be no return statement in a function returning void.
Language: C
Level:
5
Category: STATEMENTS
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Description
Structured programming recommends one-entry, one-exit for all functions, although there are occasionally
good reasons when this must be relaxed.

SR 9.7#1
Synopsis: The goto statement is unstructured and shall not be used.
Language: C
Level:
1
Category: STATEMENTS
Description
Use of the goto statement can always be avoided by properly structuring the flow ofbcontrol. Even for the
frequently quoted example of error handling, there is no substitute for a structured flow of control.
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